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UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Lokomotiv Moscow v Atletico de Madrid 20:55
beIN Sports HD 1
Shakhtar Donetsk v Borussia M’gladbach 20:55
beIN Sports HD 2
Red Bull Salzburg v FC Bayern Munich 23:00
beIN Sports HD 5
Real Madrid CF v Internazionale Milano 23:00
beIN Sports HD 1
Manchester City v Olympiacos Piraeus 23:00
beIN Sports HD 2
Porto v Olympique Marseille 23:00
beIN Sports HD 6
FC Midtjylland v Ajax 23:00
beIN Sports HD 3
Atalanta v Liverpool 23:00
beIN Sports HD 4

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

Unbeaten Leverkusen 
beat Freiburg; Hertha 
held on Matteo debut
BERLIN: Arsenal loanee Matteo Guendouzi made
his Bundesliga debut on Sunday as Hertha Berlin
were held to a 1-1 draw at home to Wolfsburg,
while Bayer Leverkusen came from behind to beat
Freiburg. Guendouzi replaced fellow Frenchman
Lucas Tousart just before the hour mark and was
booked for dissent in stoppage time in his first
competitive appearance since June.

The curly-haired midfielder joined Hertha on
loan in October having fallen out of favor at
Arsenal, but was forced to delay his return to
action after testing positive for coronavirus. He
finally made his debut in Berlin’s empty Olympic
stadium on Sunday, helping Hertha to end a four-
game losing streak and pick up their first point
since the opening weekend. “It’s not an easy situ-
ation, but we have to stay positive. We have a lot
of new players in the side, and we need to get to
know each other on the pitch,” Hertha midfielder
Vladimir Darida told Sky. 

Matheus Cunha gave Hertha the lead after less
than six minutes, squeezing a low shot inside the
post from the edge of the area despite slipping on
the turf as he struck the ball.  Ridle Baku leveled
the scores with a sweetly struck shot on 20 min-
utes, smashing the ball into the roof of the net from
18 yards out to score his first goal for Wolfsburg
since joining the club in October. Earlier Sunday,
Argentina striker Lucas Alario continued his fine
run of form with two crucial first-half goals as
Bayer Leverkusen saw off Freiburg 4-2.

After a disastrous first half-hour for
Leverkusen, Alario struck twice before the break
to turn the game on its head and fire his team back
into the top four. “It was a strange match in which
we started badly. Normally you can’t turn games
like that around, but Lucas’s goals really helped
us,” said Leverkusen coach Peter Bosz. The
Argentine now has seven goals from eight games
in all competitions, and has found the net in each
of his last three league appearances. Leverkusen,
meanwhile, remain the only Bundesliga team yet to
be beaten after the first six games of the season.

Freiburg took the lead on just three minutes,
Lucas Hoeler latching onto a 50-yard through ball
from Lukas Kuebler and flicking the ball past
Leverkusen keeper Lukas Hradecky. Leverkusen
were bracing themselves for a long afternoon
when Sven Bender was shown a red card for a trip
on Hoeler in front of goal, but the decision was
reversed by VAR. Having ridden their luck in the
first half-hour, Leverkusen ruthlessly took their
chances from then on, with Alario turning the
game on its head with two quick goals before
half-time. —AFP

SHANGHAI: Former Barcelona and Tottenham
Hotspur star Paulinho scored twice in the second half
yesterday to send reigning champions Guangzhou
Evergrande into a title decider with Jiangsu Suning in
the Chinese Super League. The Brazilian internation-
al midfielder, 32, was the difference in a 3-1 victory
over Beijing Guoan in their semi-final second leg, the
first leg having ended 0-0. The coronavirus-disrupt-
ed CSL will be decided over two legs, on November
8 and 12, in front of what could be as many as 10,000
spectators in Suzhou.

Fabio Cannavaro’s Evergrande took the lead in
the first half with a goal made in Brazil. Brazil-born
winger Fernando, who has been naturalized to play
for China, won a penalty and Anderson Talisca fired
into the net. Both were then involved in the 56th
minute, teeing up compatriot Paulinho to curl the
ball into the net via the underside of Beijing’s cross-
bar. Striker Zhang Yuning halved the deficit, but
Paulinho swept home with nine minutes left to keep
alive Evergrande’s hopes of retaining their crown. 

The culmination of China’s top league has been
revamped into a two-legged knockout competition
because of time lost to the coronavirus and it pro-
duced some chaotic ties at the top and bottom.
Substitute Luo Jing hit a sumptuous winner in extra
time as 10-man Jiangsu stunned Oscar’s Shanghai
SIPG 3-2 on aggregate to book their place in the
championship final. Level 1-1 after the first leg, mid-
fielder Yang Shiyuan scored a 25th-minute volley to
put Shanghai ahead.

In a bad-tempered affair, Jiangsu went down to
10 men just before the hour when Abduhamit
Abdugheni was sent off following a VAR referral for
raking his studs down the base of Oscar’s spine. The
attacking midfielder, an Asian-record 60-million-
euro purchase from Chelsea in 2017, limped off
injured minutes later with what appeared to be a
hamstring problem.  Jiangsu deservedly hit back to
force extra time and Luo then struck the winner with
a curler from outside the box in the 107th minute to
end the title hopes of Vitor Pereira’s SIPG, who were
champions in 2018. “We played with quality until the
loss of Oscar and after the injury we lost the spirit,
we lost the quality,” said the Portuguese coach.

Three see red    
All CSL matches are taking place in Suzhou or

Dalian and players are in two secure “bubbles” to
thwart coronavirus, although a small number of
spectators are now allowed after China successfully
got to grips with the health alert. There was also
drama in Dalian in the fight to avoid relegation.
Jordi Cruyff’s Shenzhen FC defeated Shijiazhuang
Ever Bright 3-2 on aggregate to retain their place in
the CSL next season. Ever Bright will play Wuhan
Zall in the relegation decider after Wuhan lost on
penalties to Qingdao Huanghai, in an encounter
which saw three players sent off. The loser of the
relegation final will be demoted and the winner will
need to contest a play-off against the team that fin-
ishes second in China’s second division. —AFP

Jiangsu end Oscar’s ‘China title’ hopes after chaotic clash

Paulinho sends Cannavaro’s 
Evergrande into title decider

SUZHOU: Guangzhou Evergrande’s He Chao (center-bottom) falls as he clashes with Beijing
Guoan’s Cedric Bakambu during their Chinese Super League football match (CSL) in Suzhou yes-
terday.  —AFP

Unbeaten Lille 
held by stubborn 
10-man Lyon
PARIS: Lille lost ground on Ligue 1
leaders Paris Saint-Germain after a 1-
1 draw at home to 10-man Lyon on
Sunday but kept their unbeaten
record this season intact. Jonathan
Bamba curled in a fine 20-yard strike
to give Lille the lead but Zeki Celik’s
own goal just before half-time
brought Lyon level. The visitors
played most of the second half a man
down after Brazil ian defender
Marcelo was shown a second yellow
card for a foul on Bamba but Lille
could not take advantage. “The first
yellow was very harsh,” said Lyon
coach Rudi Garcia.

“Quite frankly, it killed the match. I
would like to have seen 95 minutes
against Lille with 11 against 11. I’m not
going to say what I think... I’m very
annoyed because it became difficult
afterwards.” Lille stayed second but
fell two points back of PSG while
Lyon moved up to sixth after a fifth
draw in nine outings this term. Bamba
notched his fourth goal of the cam-

paign with a terrific first-time effort
after an inviting lay-off from Turkey
international Burak Yilmaz. The goal
came moments after Mike Maignan
stood tall at the other end to deny
Karl Toko Ekambi after the Cameroon
striker was played clean through.

Lyon goalkeeper Anthony Lopes
pawed away a long-range shot from
Yilmaz and Bamba then fizzed just
over, but OL equalized when Houssem
Aouar’s drive smacked Celik in the
chest and flew past Maignan. The dis-
missal of Marcelo five minutes into the
second half prompted Garcia to with-
draw Aouar for centre-back Djamel
Benlamri, the Algerian Africa Cup of
Nations winner who joined Lyon last
month on a free transfer. Lille were
unable to transform their sustained
pressure into a winning goal and were
held to a second consecutive draw. 

Earlier, Germany international
Kevin Volland scored his first goals for
Monaco since signing for the club in
September as Niko Kovac’s side
thrashed Bordeaux 4-0. Monaco
struck three times in as many minutes
through Wissam Ben Yedder, Gelson
Martins and Volland in the first half to
take control at the Stade Louis II.
Volland then grabbed another in the
second half as Monaco won for just
the second time in six matches to

climb up to eighth place. France for-
ward Ben Yedder crashed home a
spot-kick on 27 minutes after his
header was handled by Pablo, with a
penalty awarded despite the ball
looping over Benoit Costil and into
the net following the deflection. 

Martins grabbed his first goal since
serving a six-month ban for pushing a
referee last season when he lunged at

the far post to poke in a Ruben
Aguilar cross. And former Bayer
Leverkusen forward Volland promptly
headed in from a Ben Yedder delivery
to end his drought following his 11
million-euro ($13 million) move from
Germany. The 28-year-old tapped in a
second on 57 minutes as Martins slid
the ball across goal for his unmarked
team-mate. —AFP

NORD: Lille’s French midfielder Benjamin Andre (left) fights for the ball
against Lyon’s French midfielder Houssem Aouar (right) during the French
L1 football match between Lille LOSC and Olympique Lyonnais at the
Pierre-Mauroy Stadium in Villeneuve d’Ascq on November 1, 2020.  —AFP

Super Bale 
sends Spurs 
into second
LONDON: Jose Mourinho praised
Gareth Bale’s patience to wait for his
chance to shine after coming off the
bench to score the winner in a 2-1 vic-
tory over Brighton that lifted Spurs up
to second in the Premier League. Bale
is yet to start in the league during his
second spell at the club he left for a
world record fee to join Real Madrid in
2013. But the 31-year-old showed his
ruthlessness in front of goal remains
with a powerful header 17 minutes from
time to ensure Mourinho’s men did not
slip up in a controversial encounter at
the Tottenham Hotspur stadium.

“Gareth Bale is very stable, very
mature, he knows his body better than
anyone,” said Mourinho. “We know
where we want to go and he’s with us on
that journey.” The Welshman’s interven-
tion lessened the furor over Brighton’s
equalizer, scored by Tariq Lamptey.
Pierre-Emile Hojbjerg looked to have

been clearly fouled by Solly March
before the ball was worked to Lamptey,
who produced a clinical finish into the
far corner for his first goal for the club.

However, referee Graham Scott
stood by his original decision not to
award a Tottenham free-kick after
reviewing the incident on the pitchside
monitor. “Probably the referee should
go to the press conference and explain.
He had time to go to the screen so only
he can explain why it is a goal,” added
Mourinho. The equalizer balanced up
the dubious calls as Spurs led at half-
time thanks to Harry Kane’s first-half
penalty, while Brighton were denied a
spot-kick.

Kane was bundled over by former
England teammate Adam Lallana, but
after Scott initially awarded a free-
kick on the edge of the box, he was
instructed by VAR that the foul took
place inside the box. There was less
doubt over the result of the spot-kick
as the in-form Kane coolly dispatched
his 199th Tottenham goal. It was a
familiar story for Brighton as their
winless run stretched to six games
despite going on to enjoy the better of
the game for long spells. Graham
Potter could not believe his luck when

a pull on Leandro Trossard by Matt
Doherty was not punished with a
penalty at the other end.

Mourinho was then left cursing the
officiating as for the first time in the
Premier League this season a referee
stood by his inital call after seeing
replays of an incident for the Brighton
equalizer. Erik Lamela fired a long-

range effort off the post as Spurs
were suddenly jolted into looking for
a winner.

The Argentine was replaced by Bale
20 minutes from time and the substitute
took just three minutes to make his
impact when he met his former Madrid
teammate Sergio Reguilon’s inch-per-
fect cross. —AFP

LONDON: Tottenham Hotspurs Welsh midfielder Gareth Bale (center) scores
his team’s second goal past Brighton’s Spanish goalkeeper Robert
Sanchez during the English Premier League football match between
Tottenham Hotspur and Brighton on November 1, 2020. Tottenham won the
game 2-1. —AFP

Ruthless Real Sociedad 
march on with fourth 
La Liga win in a row
MADRID:  Sizzling Real Sociedad thrashed Celta
Vigo 4-1 away on Sunday for a fourth consecu-
tive La Liga victory, which returned them to the
top of the standings. David Silva scored his first
goal for Sociedad by heading home midway
through the first half, while Spain forward Mikel
Oyarzabal added the second soon after, following
up his own shot which had come off the post.
Willian Jose further stretched the visitors’ lead
early in the second half, tapping in a cross from

Cristian Portu, who had chased down Celta
defender Jeison Murillo to win the ball back by
the penalty area.

Iago Aspas scored for the struggling hosts from
the penalty spot later on but Brazilian forward
Willian Jose struck again soon after, rounding off
another big win for Sociedad to ease the pain of
Thursday’s Europa League defeat to Napoli. The
victory took Sociedad top of the table on 17
points from eight games, one ahead of second-
placed Real Madrid who have a game in hand. The
Basques also lead the scoring charts with 18 goals,
netting 14 times in the last four games.

Celta, who had defender Jose Fontan sent off in
added time for a second booking, are 17th on six
points. Also on Sunday, Valencia drew 2-2 at
home to Getafe in a frenetic, ill-tempered match

which featured three late goals, including an
equaliser in the 100th minute, plus two red cards.
Valencia, who had Thierry Correia sent off early
in the second half for two bookings, were leading
1-0 through a first-half goal from Yunus Musah
until the 87th minute, when Cucho Hernandez lev-
elled for Getafe.

Angel Rodriguez grabbed what looked to be
the winner for Getafe but the drama was far from
over and Valencia were awarded a penalty when
Damian Suarez tangled with Carlos Soler, leading
to Suarez being sent off and Soler converting from
the spot. The last-gasp equaliser averted a fourth
consecutive defeat for Valencia but still left them
13th. Getafe are eighth on 11 points. Elsewhere,
Real Betis beat Elche 3-1 at home while Granada
drew 1-1 at home to Levante.  —Reuters


